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Spectral integral representations 
of monostatic backscattering from 
three dimensional distributions of 
sediment volume inhomogeneities 

Kevin D. LePage and Henrik Schmidt 

Executive Summary: Sediment volume inhomogeneity scattering accounts 
for one type of reverberation against which sonar systems must discriminate 
targets in operational situations. In this report a model is described which can 
generate simulations of this type of reverberation for realistic bottom parame- 
ters and scatterer distributions. This new model provides a capability to pro- 
vide reverberation estimates against which various target detection algorithms 
can be tested. The theoretical underpinnings of the model are described and 
the model is benchmarked for a simple situation against an existing raytrace 
solution. The new capabilities of the model are then highlighted by generating 
scattering simulations for more complicated situations where existing solutions 
are not available. 
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Spectral integral representations 
of monostatic backscattering from 
three dimensional distributions of 
sediment volume inhomogeneities 

Kevin D. LePage and Henrik Schmidt 

Abstract: A theory is developed for generating short time, monostatic 
reverberation realizations caused by three dimensionally distributed volume 
inhomogeneities in stratified media. A spectral integral approach to treating 
the propagation to and from the scatterers, combined with a two dimensional 
spectral representation of the azimuthally averaged scatterer realizations and 
a novel numerical implementation, combine to yield a efficient, high fidelity 
reverberation realization generator for predicting monostatic backscatter from 
realistic sediments. 

Keywords: reverberation o backscatter o volume scattering o seabed inho- 
mogeneity 
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Introduction 

The prediction of scattering from sediment volume inhomogeneities has been the 
subject of extensive study over the years [I-11,13,19]. Typically the sediment is 
treated as a homogeneous medium in which small perturbations in sound speed and 
density are superimposed. Due to the nature of the problem, predictions of scattered 
intensity are usually obtained under one or more subsequent approximations. When 
propagation is treated accurately, the perturbations are usually assumed to be un- 
correlated vertically in order to pass through to expressions for the expected value of 
scattered intensity 13, 51. If the propagation is simplified under the assumption that 
the scatterers are excited only by propagating waves, scattered intensity may also 
be obtained in closed form [6, 71. If the interaction of the field with the scatterers 
is asymptotically evaluated, the full scattering of propagating and inhomogeneous 
waves may be evaluated for three dimensional distributions of scatterers, away from 
part of the sediment ensonified near the critical angle [9, 101. However, if the prop- 
agation is to treated "exactly" and a three dimensional distribution of scatterers is 
to be retained, then Monte-Carlo techniques for estimating the scattered intensity 
caused by sediment volume inhomogeneities are required. In a previous paper the 
authors laid out the theoretical basis for a unified treatment of sediment volume in- 
homogeneity scattering using spectral techniques [ l l ] .  In that paper the treatment 
of scattering from sound speed and density inhomogeneity scattering in general hor- 
izontally stratified acoustic media, including stratifications with background sound 
speed gradients, was presented for the two dimensional wave equation. In this paper 
we extend this spectral integral approach to treat laterally monostatic scattering in 
three dimensions. 

Three dimensional scattering under the perturbation approximation is theoreti- 
cally very similar to the two dimensional problem, especially in the fundamental 
equations. However the implementation is much more computationally demand- 
ing. The spectral integrals which must be evaluated for three dimensional problems 
are Fourier-Bessel transforms rather than Fourier transforms. For bistatic prob- 
lems there is the requirement to evaluate k,r Fourier orders, where r is the bistatic 
separation between the source and the receiver, and k, is the background sound 
speed [12, 141. Finally, there is potentially a much larger number of contributing 
scatterers to be summed over to give the backscattered pressure, due to the addition 
of a dimension. For these reasons the generation of wave theoretic scattered field 
predictions for general bistatic geometries and scatterer distributions is a computa- 
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tionally demanding area which is just beginning to be explored [12, 131. 

In this paper we take the first meaningful step towards a general three dimensional 
wave theoretic scatter prediction capability. We show that simplified expressions 
for backscatter may be obtained for laterally monostatic scenarios with horizon- 
tally isotropically distributed sediment inhomogeneities. In these cases the spectral 
integral representation of scattering from three dimensional sound speed fluctua- 
tions may still be obtained with one-dimensional integral transforms. The result 
is that a high fidelity computational capability for the generation of backscattering 
time series is obtained for relatively small cost over the previous two-dimensional 
implementation. Since the results are wave theoretic, the propagation is treated 
properly for general stratified acoustic media, even in the presence of background 
sound speed gradients. Propagation near the critical angle is treated properly for 
fast sediments, and propagation near turning points is treated properly for refrac- 
tive sediments. And since the distribution properties of the inhomogeneities of the 
scatterers are intrinsically three dimensional, scattering from realistic scatterer dis- 
tributions may be evaluated. The combination of these two factors and a unique 
numerical implementation introduces a new prediction capability into the field of 
sediment acoustics. 
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Theory 

The first order scattered pressure observed at  the field point {x, y, z) due to small 
perturbation volume inhomogeneity scattering from sound speed perturbations Ac/c 
in the depth interval [zl, z2] is given by the convolution integral 

/00 dz' Srn dy' 1; dz' G(F, +) PS(X, Y , Z )  = 2kb 
-03 -03 

where under the zeroth order Born approximation, p is the pressure incident on the 
scatterers in the absence of multiple scattering effects, G(r', $) is the Green function 
from the scatterer at  / = (z', yl, z') to the observer at  r' = (x, y, z), and the three- 
dimensional integral integrates over the space of contributing scatterers @. In a 
spectral integral modeling framework for a horizontally stratified medium, the Green 
function has the wavenumber integral representation [15] 

with r = J(x - x ' ) ~  + (y - y1)2 representing the horizontal separation of scatterer 
and observer. g(qr; z, z') is the depth-separated Green function which, for example, 
in the case of a homogeneous background medium with acoustic wavenumber ko, 
can be derived as 

i e  i1~-z11 
g(qr;z,z ) = - 

4~ d '  * 

Similarly, for scatterers in a horizontally stratified ocean model, the incident acoustic 
pressure may be represented by a Fourier-Bessel integral 

03 cos no' 
p ~ , ,  z = { sin } ~ 0 3 ~ n ( k r , z ~ )  ~n(krr / )krdkr ,  

n=O 

where r' - and 6' arccos(xl/r'). 
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2.1 Monostatic backscatter 

In the case of observations of scattering in a laterally monostatic geometry z ,  y 0, 
Eq. 1 considerably simplifies when the source is horizontally omnidirectional. Then 
the only non-zero Fourier harmonic in the source expansion is n = 0, and upon 
substitution of Eqs. 2 and 4, Eq. 1 may be written 

=2 A c  
p,(z) = 2k? Srn dr' Sm dy' ll d ~ ' ~ ( r ' ,  Y ' ,  2 ')  

-00 -00 

or equivalently, converting to cylindrical coordinates and setting Sc = A c / c ,  

p,(z) = 2lcZ Sorn r'dr' lr dr' l1 dOSc(r', 0 , ~ ' )  

The angular integral in Eq. 6 indicates that the scattered field observed monostati- 
cally is averaged over non-dimensional sound speed perturbations Sc in the cylindri- 
cal angle 9,  yielding only a contribution from the the zeroth order harmonic of the 
perturbations 

t5c0(r, z ')  = Jd21 dOSc(r, 9 ,  z') 

By definition the spatial distribution of scatterers is related to its complex spectrum 
through the Fourier integral 

which may be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 
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The nth Fourier harmonic of the Fourier-Bessel transformation of 6c(r, 6) is defined 
by the relation 

00 cos n6 
fcn(pr,zl) = 1 ~ ~ ( p ~ r ) r d r  1 2 = d 6  { sin n6 } aC(r) 6, zl) . 

For monostatic backscatter the form of Eqs. 6 and 7 suggests that only the n = 0 
order Fourier-Bessel transform of the perturbation Sc is required. Insertion of Eq. 9 
into Eq. 10 for n = 0 yields 

- k2' d6 k2= d l  1" rdr 1" ~ o ( p ~ r ) p :  dp: (fcO(Pr, 2') - 

x (fc(p; cos O', p; sin 01, zl)e ipir cos 6'' cos 6' ip:r sin 6" sin 6' e (11) 

Equation 11 may be simplified through the variable transformation 

which yields 
cos 6' = cos(6 + 6") = cos 6 cos 6" - sin 6 sin o", 
sin 8' = sin(0 + 8") = sin 0 cos 8" + cos 0 sin 6". 

In this case the complex exponentials in Eq. 11 may be considerably simplified as 

so that Eq. I1 may be written 

x &(p; cos (6 + 0") , sin (6 + 6") , z')eip:' 

= I" JO ( ~ r r ) r d r  1" p~dp: L2= d~''lfc(~: cos 61t1, p: sin Or", zl) 

The integral over 6 in Eq. 13 is evaluated as the Bessel function 2xJo(p:r). If 
fc(k,, ky, z') is isotropic and composed of p:/2n independent normal distributed 
random variables of variance Psc(pk), where Phc is the power spectrum of the per- 
turbations 6c, then the integral over 6"' may be evaluated (see Annex A for details) 
with the result 

cos 6"',p~ sin o"', z1)d6"' = N (0, 2 x ~ ~ , ( p ; ,  zl)lp;), L2= - (14) 
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where N (O,2.rrPaC(p',, zl)lp',) is a normal distributed random variable with variance 
a2 = 2~P~,(p: ,  zl)lp:. Thus Eq. 13 may be evaluated with the result 

so that by the Fourier-Bessel transform relation 

Insertion of Eq. 16 into Eq. 7 then yields the azimuth averaged perturbation real- 
ization 

Gco (r', 2') = 2~ la Jo(prrl)dpr -N(o, ps,(p;, 2')). 

Equation 6 then takes the form 

Changing the orders of integration, Eq. 17 can be cast into a form which is directly 
suited for implementation in a wavenumber integration modeling framework for 
ocean waveguides, 

In this form the two inner integrals are uncoupled and may be evaluated directly 
a priori for a selected grid of scatterers in the spatial (r', z') domain. The integral 
over k, represents the incident pressure field, while the integral over p, represents the 
cylindrically averaged scattering strength at  (r', z'). The product of these integrals 
then represents the horizontal distribution of virtual sources at  depth z' contributing 
to the scattered field. The Hankel transform integral over r' converts this sheet of 
virtual sources into an equivalent wavenumber spectrum, which multiplied by the 
depth-dependent Green function represents the generated scattered field component 
at  horizontal wavenumber q,. The depth integral then superimposes the contribu- 
tions from all scatterer depths to produce the total kernel of the Hankel wavenumber 
integral for the monostatic reverberant field on the coordinate axis r = 0, which is 
evaluated using any of the standard wavenumber integration techniques [15]. 
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Figure 1 Error of far-field approximation of J o ( k r ) .  Solid: Exact. Dots: Large- 
argument approxination, Dashed: Error. 

2.2 Hankel Transform Evaluation 

In underwater acoustic modeling the Hankel transform wavenumber integrals have 
traditionally been evaluated using the so called Fast Field Program (FFP) approach 
[21], which is based on the large argument assymptotic of the Hankel functions. 
However, for the ocean reverberation problem this approach is inadequate because 
of the significance of the steep angle contributions from scatterers at  short range. 
Even on todays computers the generation of Bessel functions is time consuming, 
and a direct numerical quadrature technique for evaluating the Hankel transforms 
in Eq. (18) is infeasible. A number of Fast Hankel Transforms have been developed 
122, 23, 241, but they are in general restrictive in terms sampling requirements and 
therefore not easily adapted to the ocean acoustics problem where the sampling is 
controlled by the waveguide physics, and where the field is desired at  a predermined 
grid of horizontal ranges. Being based on the FFT,  the advantage of the FFP is that 
it efficiently approximates the Hankel transform on a regular grid of wavenumbers 
and ranges. However, it is possible to design a numerically efficient correction to the 
FFP which allows for accurate accounting for the small argument contributions. 

The Hankel transform integrals are of the form 
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( 2 )  where H:) for exp -iwt time-dependence corresponds to outgoing waves and Hm 
to incoming waves, both of azimthal fourier order m dependence. For classical 
acoustic forward propagation modeling the incoming waves are ignored, eliminating 
the second term. However, for the backscattering problem it must be retained. Next 
the Hankel functions ~ C ' ~ ) ( k , r )  by their asymptotic form [25], 

e*i[kv-(m+i) i] lim ~ C ~ ~ ) ( k ' r ) =  - 
k r t m  

to arrive at  the following approximation to the Hankel transform, 

This integral can be rewritten as a two-sided Fourier transform, 

with the kernel 

g(k)  = k > 0 

The Fourier transform is efficiently evaluated using a standard Fast Fourier Trans- 
form if the range r and wavenumber k are discretized equidistantly, with the sam- 
pling intervals being constrained by 

27r A r A k  - - ,  ' - M  
where M is an integral power of 2. 

The error asociated with using Eq. (22) is clearly associated with the approxinmation 
of the Bessel function in terms of the asymptotic expressions of the Hankel functions. 
Figure 1 shows the exact value of the absolute value of the Bessel function Jo(kr) 
for kr 5 100 as a solid curve and the asymptotic values indicated by the dots. The 
absolute error is indicated by the dashed curve, and it is clear that the relative arror 
of the approximation is less than 10W5 for kr < 207r. Consequently, to achieve a 
more accurate evaluation of the Hankel Transforms of order 0 in Eq. (18 it is only 
necessary to correct the contributions corresponding values of kr 5 KR = 207r. This 
is performed in a numerically stable manner by a Hanning weighted average of the 
contributions of the exact Bessel function and the approximate FFP kernel, 
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Infinite medium. - N - Az= 0 Inf. medium. OASP Bes.Int. - N - Az= 0 
F= 148 4Hz SD- OM 

a 

D 100 200 3 G i i  J 100 2 00 300 
Range (m) Range (m) 

Figure 2 ,.lcoustzc porrlt source field. ( a )  shou,,s the F F P  appros~rrzt~tlon u ' h ~ c h  
clearly breaks down at stecp angles anti short ranges, ~i'hrlt ( b )  sh0u.s the correct 
sphcrzcal .spreadzng b~hac,ror at all propcl!ltrtron angles, produc,ed uszng Eq. (15 )  

where the tapered weight function clq(kr) is 

X-r 5 I iR/2 
t cos ( ~ ( X - I '  - J iK/2 ) / ( I iR /2 ) ) ]  /2 I iR/2  < kr < K K  

X-1. > E;R 

Equation (25)  can be evaluated very eff icie~lt l~.  First of all. with the wave~lurllber and 
range sarllplirlg constrained by  Eg. (2.1). all values of tlie exporientials are computed 
as part of the FFT evaluation of Eq. ( 2  I ). Secondly, the Ressel furlctiol~s will only 
be needed for a limited number of discrete values of tlie argument, 

which call be precou~puted into a look-up table. 

The  performance of this 'Fast Hankel Transform' is illustrated by Fig. 2 .  which shows 
the evaluation of the Hankel transform 

representing t,he free-field point source field. k ,  = J(TJ/c)~ - k2 is the vertical 
wavenumher at  angular frequency w.  Figure 2(a)  shows the FFP approximation 
w h i d ~  clearly breaks down a t  steep angles and short ranges, while Fig. 2 ( b )  shows 
the correct spherical spreading behavior at all propagation angles produced using 
Eq. (25).  
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Results 

L'sing the F H T  outlined ill Eq. 2 3 .  Eq. 18 and its wave theoretic equivalent for scat- 
tering from densit y illhonlogeneities [l 11 has been inlplenleied inside the 0 ASES [ l i ]  
code in a nunlerically efficient way. In the algorithm, the code is first run to gener- 
a te  the incident field through the scattering volunle, as indicated 11 y the third line 
of Eq. 18. lTritler the zeroth order Born appro xinlation this field is assunled to  be 
u~laffected b y  the scattering process. This inciden t field is then nlodulated in the 
spatial doniairl b y the  azim uthally averaged scatterer distributions at edr range 
and depth,  as shown b y  tlie second line in Eq. 18. The  resulting virtual source dis- 
tribution at  each scattering depth is the11 transfornled to the scattered waverlumber 
domain. This gives the spectral distributiorl of the rig11 t-hand-side of tlie inhomoge- 
~ ieous  depth-separated w ave equation for the scattered field. The  source spectrum 
for the scattered field at  each scatterer depth is essentially a more complicated wr- 
sion of a point source expansion, since there is now an  a r r a y  of poih sources at  
each depth whose strengtlls depend both on the  inciclen t field and the distribution 
properties of the scatterers. 

'I'he resulting inhon~ogeneous depth seperated wave equation for the scattered field is 
solved using the Glob a1 ,2Intrrsapproach [ l i ] .  The  result is the spatial distribution of 
tlie scattered field for the tiesired frecluency. To generate scattered field time series. 
Eq. 18 nl ust be solved over an  array of freqr~encies for tlie same scatterer distribution. 
Thus the second line of Eq. 18 is evaluated once for the scatterer distribution and 
then is moclulated against the incident field a t  each frecluerlcy of interest in order 
to determirie the virtual source represeri tation. The  resultirlg frequency dependen t 
yource term is then used to driv e the depth seperated w ave equation for the scattered 
field. whic 11 is also frequency depended,  over the desired frequency band. The  result 
is a ronlplex transfer f u n c t ~ o ~ ~  bet ween t h e  irlciderlt field wldrwas usrtl to  cietermirle 
the third line of Eq. 18 anti tlie scattered field at  the desired horizon tally monostatic 
receiver depths 2 .  

The complex scattered field transfer functions may be used to syntllesize scattered 
field time series in the usual manner. The  sampling recluirements of the scattered 
field time series must be in harmony with those of the spatial sarnplirlg of the 
scatterer realization and the incident field. In practice the spatial integrals on the 
second and third lines of Eq. 18 are truncated a t  a range sufficient to give scattered 
returns froni all times of interest in the temporal F ourier sythesis. For  instance for 
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Q=O deg 
6 c/c=1/1455 
6 p/p=7/1455 

C,=1455 mls 
ps=l .024 grn/cm3 
as=O 01 dBlh 

Figure 3 Sound speed profile and scatterer properties of volume scattering Sce- 
nario I .  A n  isospeed halfspace overlies a slow sediment layer 100 m thick with 
a background sound speed of 1455 m / s  and density of 1.024 g/cm3 The basement 
halfspace has identical properties. I n  the scattering layer there are 100% correlated 
sound speed and density inhomogeneities conforming to  a power law distribution 
with a fractal dimension of 3.5. The r m s  sound speed fluctuation is  1 m / s  and the 
density fluctuation is  711455 g/cm3. The horizontal correlation length scales of the 
scatterers is  10 m and the vertical correlation length scale i s  2 m. The high frequency 
asymptote of the scatterer distribution power spectrum is  k k 7 I 2 .  

a 1 Hz sampling interval, scatterers up to a range of roughly 750 m are expected to 
contribute to the scattered field time series at the 1 s upper limit of the corresponding 
temporal window of the time series. In addition, the spatial sampling interval must 
be sufficiently fine to properly excite backscattered waves, which means that the 
maximum spatial sampling interval which is possible is one half a wavelength. Since 
the scatterer realization is generated once, this criteria is required to be satisfied at 
the upper end of the frequency band of interest. In practice the spatial sampling is 
also required to be smaller than the correlation length scale of the scatterers. 
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3.1 Scenario 1: Volume scattering from a slow sediment layer 

Scattered field time series evaluated by Fourier synthesis of Eq. 18 have been gen- 
erated for three scattering scenarios. Scenario 1 is illustrated in Figure 3. A point 
source is situated 25 m above a slow sediment layer 100 m thick with a background 
sound speed of 1455 m/s, a background density of 1.024 g/cm3 and an intrinsic at- 
tenuation of O.OldB/X. In the sediment layer there is a distribution of sound speed 
and density fluctuations which are 100% correlated. The rms amplitude of the sound 
speed fluctuations is 1 m/s, while the rms density fluctuation is 711455 g/cm3. The 
fluctuations are distributed according to a power law with a lateral correlation length 
scale l ,  = ly = 10 m and a vertical correlation length scale l ,  = 2 m. The scatterer 
power spectrum has the form 

which corresponds to a three dimensional von Karman [19] spectrum with fractal 
dimension 3.5 [20]. 

In all the scenarios, the properties of the basement are identical to the background 
properties of the sediment layer. This is not a requirement of the implementation, 
which can indeed insert a volume scattering layer into an arbitrary horizontally 
stratified waveguide, but rather a choice which tends to make the benchmarking 
and explanation of the results more straightforward. 

In Figure 4 the absolute value of the complex envelope of the scattered field time 
series received on an array of receivers at  the origin are shown in a stacked format for 
a particular realization of sediment inhomogeneities. The source pulse is Gaussian 
shaded with a center frequency of 500 Hz and a bandwidth of 20 Hz. The results 
show that the receivers closest to the sediment water interface receive the scattered 
field first, with the slope of the first arrival a t  higher receivers corresponding to the 
sound speed in the upper half space. 

To further interpret the scattered field predictions it is useful to beamform the 
scattered field received on the vertical line array to transform the results to the 
time-angle domain. The resulting time-beam evolution of scattered field intensity, 
averaged over 16 independent scatterer realizations conforming to the distribution 
properties in Eq. 29, is shown in the lower panel of Figure 5. In the upper panel an 
independent estimate of the beam-time evolution of backscatter intensity obtained 
with the ray trace code SCARAB [7, 81 is shown for purpose of comparison. In the 
spectral integral representation the source pulse has a peak level of 1 pPa @ 1 m and 
is Gaussian shaded with a bandwidth of 20 Hz. In the SCARAB implementation 
the source pulse window is a rectangle of uniform amplitude of 1 pPa @ 1 m and 
duration T = 5 ms. The spectral results have been adjusted to correct for the 
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SCenarlO 1 scattered time serles b c = 1 mis rrns (=3 5. l,=10 rn. I =2 rn, frac=3.5. bw=20 Hz 
70 I 1 I I 

Figure 4 S c e n a r ~ o  1 siclcked scattered field trine s e r t t s .  Th.e absolute uulue of the 
romp lex  entielope of the field recezzjed o.1:e.r cz 50 rn ape.rture array  of receivers as  a 
f t ~ ~ ~ c t z o n  of t1rrie a f t e r  t he  so-rsrce pulse.  T h e  source prrlst 15 Gaussran  shaded ~ 7 t h  n 

cent< r freq-r~ericy of 500 Hz  and  a 6csndu;ldth of 20 Hz. 

differences in irlcident energy hetween those two source pulses. The  incident energy 
in the SCARAB source pulse is 

while for t,h.e spect,ral int,egral with the  Gaussian shaded source pulse it is 

With the nornlalization of the spectral integral results it is possible to directly corn- 
pare the scattered field intensity received by a single hydrophone with the SCARAB 
results. The  results are shown in Figure 6 for a receiver a t  the source depth of 25 
m above the sediment-water interface. In general the agreement between the two 
results is quite good, within 1 or 2 d B  over tha t  range of times and angles. 

The  agreement between the spectral integral and S('.4RAR representations of the 
scattered field intensity is satisfying because the differences between Eq. 18 and the 
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SCARAB Scenano 1 volume scatter 6 c = 1 mis rms, y=3 5, Ir=10 m. Iz=2 m, frae3.5 

OASES Scenano 1 volume scatter 6 c=l m rrns, y=3 5,1~=10 m, 1.=2 m. frac=3 5, bw=20 Hz, 16 averages 

Figure 5 T h e  beam-t ime evolv t ion of riolume scattering in tens i ty  predicted by 
S C A R A B  pupper plot)  and the spectral integral imp lemen ta t ion  discussed i n  this 
paper ( lower plot.) I n  the  spectral zntegral approach, t i m e  series are collected and 
beamformed o n  an  array with a 50 m aperture at the o,rigin whose center i s  collocated 
at the source depth. T h e  beamformed results are then sq,ua,red and a,ueraged o,uer an  
ensemble of 16 independent realizations o f  the sedi,ment inhomogeneit ies t o  give a n  
es t imate  of the expected value of the scattered in tens i ty .  Good agreement i s  seen be- 
tween the two approaches, with the scattered in tens i ty  falling between the ti,me-angle 
trajectories of scatterers at th,e top  an,d bot tom of the sediment  layer. No te  that the  
beamforming of the spectral integral results introduces some  sidelobes. T h e  S C A R A B  
results have n o  sidelobes because they  are obtained directly in the t ime-angle domain .  

sonar type equation for RL in the SCARAB manual are quite significant (for conve- 
nience, a short description of the SCARAB model is given in Annex B.) While both 
models use the Born approximation and first order perturbation theory, both the 
Green functions and the scattering are treated differently in practice. SCARAB has 
a ray trace approximation for the Green function while the spectral integral imple- 
mentation accurately models the total Green function, including evanescent waves 
and propagation near the critical angle for fast bottoms. For scattering SCARAB 
integrates the differential planewave scattering cross-section of the sediment inho- 
mogeneities over the sediment volume to estimate the scattered intensity, while the 
spectral integral calculates the scattered pressure from each scatterer over a par- 
ticular realization of scatterers. In this case, the expected value of the scattered 
intensity is estimated by Monte-Carlo averaging the square of the scattered pressure 
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SCARAB vs OASES Scenario 1 volume scaner b c = 1 mls rrns ~ 3 . 5  Ir=10 m. lz=2 m frac=3 5, bw=20 Hz 16 averages 

I , 
-SCARAB - OASES 

-70 t 

Figure 6 S. /ng l t  phorre scc~ttc~ret f  ficltf irlterrsrty estr:/~atrbcs fro111 S'(:'j1KL4B ('rtcf) cmtl 
th,e cur ren t  ~rr~~pltrrzen.tatrorl (6l.uc.) T h c  spectral r.rri.c!~r.trl estir~i.tlte:: c ~ f  th.e scc~tteretl 
pressure hnor becrt synareol c ~ r r c i  clctertrgr'trl o,cer 16 irrttr-:pcr/drn.f r,etrl,isations oj' t h e  
sctd.~nren t l a ye r  ir~.lronloger~citrcs. .4g.r,cenl.erlt with the S(:'A R.4 R res.alts i s  y u.r.te good,  
typ~(:(zlIy  u,it/7~r7 I 0.r 2 d B .  

ovcr an  ensenlhle of scat terer realizat ioris. Finally, t l l r .  expressloll SC'ARAB uses 
for the differential cross-section. Eq. ( 1 2 )  from Yalnariioto [6], also does not require 
the gradient of the scatterer distributio~i or of the inciclent field. as do the density 
scattering coutrihutions in the spectral integral represcntatiou [ l  11. Thus the good 
agreement 1,etwceri the S('AH:IB and tlie spectral integral r e ~ u l t s  ler~ds collficlerlce 
that Eq. 18 and tlie numerical irnplenlerit ation are c.o~isistent wit 11 the sonar equa- 
tion approach to describing the sedirrlcrlt inhomogeneity scattering process for slou 
bottoms. .As cliscllssed below. we expect the two approaches to he equivalent olily 
in cases where the sedimerlt scattering process is well described hy a plane wave 
differential scattering cross section and where the propagation is well approxin~ated 
by ray theory. 

3.2 Scenario 2: Volume scattering from a fast sediment layer 

One significant advantage of using the spectral integral approach to modelirlg sedi- 
rilerlt volurlle inhomogeneity scattering is that  the Cireen function is accurately rrlod- 
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Figure 7 Sct rlnrro 2 2 s .  t y p ~ ~ 1 1  of rr silrldy bed1n7er1t lnyer. with ( I  s f d ~ r n e n t  h(1c.X- 
grorlntf sourlcf specrl of 1600 rn/s, denszty of 2 g/cm3 trncl' clttenunt~orl of 0.01 dB/X. 
The  bnsenzerlt proyrrtzes nrr ctient~cal to the backgrour~ci properties of the sedrn~cn t ,  
clr~o! the scatterrr tirstrzbutror1 proprrt1eq c l r c  rdent~col  to  those In Scerlc~rroi. 1. 

zoO m 

eletl. Failings 111 the ray theory approxirliation to the (ireen furictions are especially 
evident near turning points in refractive sediments arid near the critical angle for 
fast sediments. Another significant advantage is that  the spectral integral approach 
correctly inclutles the scattering response of scatterers which have been excited hy 
evanescent. or non-propagating waves. This type of scattering is typically fo~ l~ l t l  
in fast sedimel~ts along the sediment water interface at ranges where the incident 
angle of the source is smaller that  the critical angle. For scattercrs e~lsoriified by 
these types of waves, the differential plane u-ave scattering cross section is undefined. 
Yet it is known that scatterer5 ensonified I)y these types of waves call be importalit 
colltrihutors to the total scattered field [9] In fact SIIII-critical pc~ietrat ion a t~ t l  
scattering is the basis for advanced mine liuntering sonar concepts for buried object 
detection [26, 271. If this mechanism is going to be irlcluded for motieling target 
response. it is important that  a similar nlechanism he  i~icluded for rllodelirlg the re- 
verheration from sediment voll~nle i~ihomogeneities, especially for sniooth bottoms. 
For these reasons in Scerlario 2 we compare the scattering predicitiorls of the spec- 
tral integral approadi  t o  SC'ARAB for a fast sediment scattering scetlario in order to 
evaluate the differences between the two approaches wllerl there is a critical angle. 

z=100 m 

Scenario 2 is illustrated in Figure 7 .  point source is situated 25 111 above a fast 

C = I  600 mls 
p S 2  gmicm" 
txs=O 01 dB/>. 
I = I 0  m 
1 =2 m 

0=0 deg 
6 c/c=lI l600 
6 pi11=711600 

Cb=l 600 mls 
p.=2 gm/cm3 
txs=O 01 dBli. 
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SCARAB Scenano 2 volume scatter 6 c = 1 mls rms, y=3 5 ,  1,=10 m. 1,=2 m. Irac=3 5 - -60 
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OASES Scenano 2 volume scatter b c=l m rms ,=3 5 1,=10 m Iz=2 m frac.3 5 bw=20 Hz 16 averages 
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Figure 8 T h e  tzme-beam evolutzon of scattered z n t e n s ~ t y  for ,Scenarzo 2. Rrhzle the 
general agreement at angles greater than  the crztlcal angle zs zjery good, the forced 
evanescent scatterzng branch folloulzng the t7me-angle trajectory of the sedzment- 
water znterface zs mzsszng zn the SC.4RAB result ( top . )  Th7s branch zs seen zn the 
spectral zntegral results (bo t tom)  as well as the headurae,e scatterzng branch arrzt7zng 
at and abo~le the crz t~cal  angle of 20". T h e  presence of the fast sedzment causes the 
scatterzng assoczated ujzth the propagatzng part of the Green functzorz to  be confined 
to  angles greater than or  equal t o  the crztzcal angle of the bot tom for all tzmes greater 
that  the t f m e  necessary t o  znterogatc the sedzment layer at the crztzcal angle, about 
90 m s  for the current geometry .  

sediment layer 100 m thick with a background sound speed of 1600 m/s,  density of 
2 g/cm3 and attenuation of O.OldB/X. In the sediment layer there is the similar dis- 
tribution of 100% correlated sound speed and density fluctuations as were described 
in Scenario 1. The  rms sound speed fluctuation is 1 m/s ,  the rms density fluctuation 
is 711600 ,g/cm3 and the correlation length scales are C, = Cy = 10 m and 1, = 2 m .  
The  source characteristics are the same as in Scenario 1. 

In Figure 8 the time-angle evolution of backscattered intensity is illustrated for the  
fast sandy bottom type of Scenario 2. The  SCARAB result is shown in the  top plot 
and the spectral integral result is show11 in the bottom plot. The  results are in good 
agreement for angles greater than the critical angle of 20°, but the spectral inte- 
gral result also shows a shallower angle branch a t  late time which conforms to  the  
time-angle trajectory of the sediment water interface. This upper trace corresponds 
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OASES Scenario 2 vs Scenano 2a volume scatter:, c = 1 mls mls. y=3.5. I,=10 m. 1 =2 m, frac=3.5, bw=20 Hz. 16 averages 

Figure 9 S1,nglt pho,r~c ac:truyt hrrter.zs~t!j estr,n~nhes fo.r Scennrlo 2 (red)  and Sce- 
11.(1,.r1o 2a (bl-uej u:hich. hns n h.ighe*r sedirnerrt, c1tten,l~trt1o.r1 o f 0 . 5  dB/A. Th.e eqirroczlent 
SC.4R.4B pr.ediction.5 are indzcc1,ted by  th,e doshetd hnes  of th.e appropriate color. Th.e 
ree.li,lts show thnt in Sce,ntlrso 2a the S( . 'ARAB arid spectral ~n tegrn l  results do not 
(rgrret-. Th;is is d u e  to the  czb.i.c~nce ,111. SCr,4 R.4B of an ec9nnescent wacle scattering 
nzech,(.~r~isnz. 

to the inhonlogeneous forcing of scatterers by tion-propagating evanescent waves a t  
the sediment water interface. Since the waves are not propagating in the sedimelit, 
there is no differential scattering cross sect iotl for SCARAB to  use to  estimate this 
I~rancll. Instead SC'-ARAB es t~nla tes  that t lie only propagation pa th  of importarlce 
to scatterers near the sedinlerit water interface is the headwave path. which enters 
the setlinlerlt a t  the critical angle and propagates at  near-horizontal angles to these 
scatterers arid hack. This is a fundamental limitation of the SC'.ARtlB assumption 
that  all of the scattering of the sedllllellt volunle inlionlogeneities can he pararneter- 
ized it1 terlns of differential scattering cross section. 

In Figure 9 the scattered intensity received rllorlostatically for Scenario 2 is illustrated 
in red. Here it is seen that  although the SC'ARAB result neglects the inhornoge~leous 
scattering n~echanism, the overall agreement hetween the spectral integral result 
and SC'AKAB is quite good. This is because in t,llis case the attenuatiorl in the 
sedinlent, 0.01 dB/X, is sufficierltly snlall t,hat the headwave propagation pa th  is 
t,lie strongest cont,rihutor to t,he total scattered fieltl for the times of interest in t,llis 
sirnulation. However, in Scenario 2a when we increase the sediment attenuation to  
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OASES Scenano 2 volume scatter 6 c=l  m rms. 7=3 5. Ir=10 m,  Iz=2 m. trae3.5. bw=20 Hz. 16 averages 

1 - -60 

OASES S c m o Z e  vdwne saner4 c=l m ms. -#,5. t,=10 m. 1,=2 m, frac=3 5, bw=20 Hz 16 averages 

Figure 10 The  time-bearit eu:oltrtio.r, of scc~tttred intcrtsity for Scenario 2 (upper  
panel) and S c e n a r ~ o  2.3 (loll,er panel) u9h1ch has a los.sicr stdinlcrrt. In thr lossrer 
seti7n1.ent cczse, the heczdtr*ar,e scattrrdr~.g branch 1s cztterruntetf after about 0.3 s. .At 
tinl.cs greater thnrt this. the ec,ane,!i:rr.rtl .~cntterin.,g path assoczated u i t h  the secl'inlent 
wtrter interhrce is the only sc,i~tter:irry nrecharris,ni of ~rriporta.rtce. 

0.5 dB/X. tlie blue curves show that SCARAB and the spectral integral result no 
longer agree for times later than about 0.16 s. This is due to the lack of a11 evanescent 
scattering nlecha~lisni in SC'ARAB. Taken together. the results for Scenarios 2 and 
2.3 indicate that the the evariescerlt scat ter i~ig mechanism is about 20 d B  down fro111 
the headwave nlechallisni in the absence of loss. For tlie sake of completeness, the 
heam time trajectories for Scenarios 2 and 2a are illustrated in Figure 10. 

3.3  Scenario 3: Volume scattering from a upward refracting sediment layer 

Gradients in the background properties of sedinlents are comnlorlly observed in 
coring da t a  and in bottom sourld speed illversions [28, 291. Gradients are important 
to the physics of tlie scattering process because they control how the suhhot tom 
is illuminated [4, 81. These gradients are often coniposed of microstructure with 
significarlt soulld speed and density variance. However, some of the characteristics 
of scattering from these types of sediments may be accounted for by assumirig that  
the background properties are smoothly varying over tlie depth of the sediment layer. 
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Figure 11 Scerlclrro 3 1.5 c l r l  i l i ) l i3 t r  r.cl 1.6 frtrc.trr~g sczrlrly .sec(/rr1rrlt l a y e r ,  tr'lth (1 sed- 
i m e n t  backyrourld solirlcl' s p ~ f t l  of 1600 rlJ/s n t  thc setirrr~ent crclter ~ n t e r f ( l c e .  1700 
n 1 /  c ~ t  t h e  s t t l ' i n l e r ~ t - b e r s ~ n ~ c n t  trrtcrftrc.~, t ler ls l fy  of 2 g/cni3 arlcl' t r t t er~~~cr t ior l  o f  
0.01 dB/X. T h c  ba.5enlerlt ho.; ( 1  s.olrrjtl sptecl' o f  I700 m/.s  c l r l c f  hcls proper t lcs  u,hlch 
ure  otherusisc iden t lcu l  t o  t h o s f .  of t l l f  ~ ; ~ t I ' ~ r r i e r ~ t  / ( I ~ P I . .  T h c  qrcltterer r l ~ s / r i b u t i o r ,  1n 
the  sediment layer  clrc rtlt-r~tic~c11 t o  those irl S c e n c l r ~ o s  2 .  

H m  

In spectral integral techniq~lcs. sori~id sl~eetl gradients wliicli obey linearity in the 
square of the index of refraction lliay I>c ha~iclled exactly, as in these cases the depth 
separated wave equation beco~iies a ttiffererltial eclliatiou whos solutions are -4iry 
fiirlctions [4. 1.51. I11 Scenario 3 s11c11 a gradient is i ~ l t r o t l ~ ~ c e d  into the backgroulid 
sourld speed properties of the fast sa~itly sediment in Sceriario 2. Tlie soilrld speed 
a t  the bottom of the layer is increased to 1700 n1/s, while all the other properties 
of the sediment layer are lielcl fixed. To elinlinate mliltipath. the hasenlent sound 
speed is also qet at 1700 m/s.  

Co=l 500 rnls 
p =I gm~crn' 

T h e  effect of the sourid speed gradient on tlle incident field is illustrated in Figure 1 2 ,  
where the range-depth transmission loss is sllowrl for the point source 25 m above 
tlle sediment water interface at  500 Hz for Scenarios 2 and 3. In both scenarios, the 
inciderlt fielcl passes unhindered into the sediment layer save for a small reflection 
loss for ranges up  to 67 nl. where the critical angle occurs. However ill Scenario 2 .  
the field then passes down into the lower halfspace, while in Scerlario 3 a sigrlificarlt 
portion of the transnlittetl energy is refracted back u p  into the sedinlent layer. 

Cs(0)=l 600 rnls 

I=10m 

K clc=1/1600 

z=100 m 

C,=l700 mis 
1p.=2 rjm/crnJ 
11~=0 01 dB/;. 
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Scenario 2 Transmission Loss - Szz 
i O O  01 I/ SI)= -15 OM 

1 
Range (km) 

Scenario 3 Transmission Loss - Szz 
I,= 500.1'.. SI)= -25 Olvl 

I 
Range (km) 

Figure 12 The  range-depth t r a n s m ~ s s ~ o n  loss for Scenczrzos 2 ( t o p )  and 3 (bo t tom)  
at 500 Hz. I71 Scenarzo 2 the energy passrng ln to  the bottom abooe the cr7tzcal angle 
passes through the sedrrnent basement interface and 1s lost t o  the sedlrnent layer. In  
Scenarto 3 the upward refractzng sedrmerrt sound speed causes a szgnlficanf amoun t  
of the l n c ~ d e n t  energy t o  be retazned c ~ f  lo~zger  ranges fronz the source. 

In Figure 13 the time angle distributioris of backscattered intensity for Scenarios 
2 and 3 are shown. The  results show tha t  these distributioris are significantly dif- 
ferent. While the high angle early time backscatter and the forced inhomogeneous 
backscatter associated with the sediment water interface are identical for the two 
scenarios, the deep refracted or headwave path contains significantly more energy 
a t  late time for Scenario 3 than  it does for Scenario 2. The  angular width of the  
refracted scattering branch is also wider for Scenario 3, because higher angle energy 
is able t o  ensonify the sediment layer a t  late times due to  the refraction of this 
energy back into the sediment layer before it can escape into the basement. 

In Figure 1 4  the backscattered intensity for the two scenarions is shown. Here it can 
be seen tha t  the decay rate of the reverberation from the sediment volume inhomo- 
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OASES Scenano 2 volume scatter 6 c=l m rms. y=3 5.1,=10 rn, Iz=2 m, trac=3 5. bw=20 Hz. 16 averages 

OASES Scenano 3 volume scatter S c=l rn rrns. ;/=3 5.1,=10 rn. 1,=2 m. frac=3 5, bw=20 Hz. 16 averages 

Figure 13 Tznze-angle eclolutton of scattered ln tens l ty  for the zso-speed fast bot tom 
In Scenar7o 2 (upper  plot)  and the upward refractzng sedzment zn Scenarzo 3 ( lower 
plot.) T h e  results for Scenarlo  3 lndlcate that upulard refracting sed fmen t s  can hatie 
szgntficantly more late time re[-erberatlon ouer a broader range of grazzng angles than  
otherwise szmtlar sedznzent layers u~zthout gradients. 

geneit,ies in the upward refracting sediment in Scenario 3 is significantly slower that. 
for the iso-speed sediment in Scerlario 2. The  implicatiorl is tha t  sediment gradients 
can have a very significant effect on both t,he levels and the decay characteristics of 
sediment scattering. 
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Figure 14 T h e  scattered inten,sity received i n  a monostat ic  configuration for a fast  
sediment without a sound speed gradient (Scenario  2,  red c-urve,) and a fast upward 
refracting sediment (Scenario 3, blue curve.)  T h e  results indicate that sediment 
gradients can have a very significant effect o n  scattered levels from sediment volume 
inhomogeneit ies at late t ime.  

OASES Scenano 4 vs Scenano 6 volume scatter 6 c = 1 m/s rms, ' ~ 3  5, 1,=10 m, Iz=2 m, frac=3 5, bw=20 Hz, 16 averages 
-60 

-70 

- Scenano 4 - Scenano 6 
- 

' I 
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Conclusions 

T h e  spectral integral representation for ~lioliostatic Inckscatter fro111 t h e e  dillleri- 
sional settiniellt inhomogelleities has been derived using the nlethod of sniall pllrtur- 
I~at ions and the Born approximat ion. and these ecluatiotls have heen inlplemented in 
a c o l l ~ ~ ~ ~ t a t i o n a l l y  eficient nlarllier. The  code offers the capability for .'exactlyw eval- 
uating 1Iontt.-('arlo estilllates of hackscattered iuter~sity ant1 the time-angle evolu- 
tion of hackscatterecl intensity for setlinlent scenarios with critical angles and  turning 
points under the perturbation and single scattering approximations. T h e  potential 
also exists for treating sedin~ent  volunie irlhomogerleity scattering i r i  more compli- 
cated I ~ o t t o ~ i i s  11y superinlposi~lg the si~lgle layer results derived and  inlplitnel~ted 
here for all the contril)ltti~ig layers. For sillgle layers. the results o l ~ t a i ~ l c d  here 
indicate that  for slow sedillle~lts. the spect ral integral est inlates of backscatteretl 
illtensity are ill excellellt agree~llent wit h tliose ol~tailled hy SC':IKt-\B using a si111- 
ple sotmreequation approach. as expected. However for fast ant1 upwartl refracti~lg 
sedin~ents .  tlie con~ple te  first order pe r t~ l r l~a t ion  solution for tlie scatteretl field call 
only I)e ol~tai~lc.tl t hrougll t lle use of t lie spectral integral approac.11. 

For fast setlinle~its. it is fou~id  that a s e c o ~ ~ t l  scattering branch exists ill the tinie-anglc 
plane of scattered irltelisity. This secor~tl I~rallcli follou-s tlie time-angle evolution of 
scattering fro111 the setliule~lt-u-ater interface. and is associatetl wit11 the inliomo- 
gelleorls excitation of the volume i~l l lou~oge~lei ty scat terers closest to the sedillle~lt 
water interface. Since these scatterers are insonified hy non-propagating waves, 
they have 110 defined fitrfieltl scattering cross sect ion. kPt the results sllow that  
t llese scatterers can ant1 tlo contribute to the hackscat tered signal in an  important 
way. For inhomogeneities in fast smooth setliments with significant a t  t en l~a t  ion. this 
scattering mechanis~n is the only contihutor to revert>eration a t  late time. 

For upward refracting sedinlerits. we have show~l  that the irlterlsificatio~l of the in- 
cident field on sedinler~t inhomogeneities heyond the t ~ ~ r ~ i i r l g  point of the hasenlent 
grazing rays leads to  increased hackscatteretl levels a t  late time. This pl~enomenon 
is most likely to be ol~serval~le ill weakly lossy sedin~ents ,  and can only he properly 
motleled near ray caustics with the  wave theoretic approach used here. 

The  ~lurlierical implenienatiorl of a l~erlchli~arked spectral integral fornialism for three 
dimensional sediment inllon~ogerieity scattering into the OA4SES fran~ework rnakes 
it possihle to evaluate the quality of the various approxinlatioris which are routil~ely 
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taken for perturbation estimates of backscattered intensity from sediments. For 
instance, it is possible to evaluate the suitability of neglecting vertically correlated 
scatterers, or to evaluate when the evanescent scattering path mechanism may be 
appropriately neglected. It also makes it possible to evaluate the loss of fidelity 
associated with various approximations for evaluating the field near the critical angle 
for fast sediments or near the turning point in upward refracting sediments. 
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Annex A 
Variance and covariance of Fourier-Bessel 
coefficients of scatterer distributions 

A generalization of Eq. 13 gives the expression for the Fourier-Bessel coefficients of 
the scatterer distribution at depth z' 

The integral over 0 may be evaluated yielding 

thus the expression for the expansion coefficient becomes 

I x f T  do' { cOs(mn) } C(p: cos o', pr sin o', 2). (33) sin(m8') 

For a homogeneous process with Gaussian amplitude distributions the spectral coef- - 
ficients Gc(p,, py ) are independent circular Gaussian random variables with quadra- 

2 2 ture variances agiiC(pz ,py)  = asic(px,py) = P(p,,py), where P is the power spec- 
trum of the scatterer distributions. Using this knowledge, the variance of the az- 
imuthal integral on the second line of Eq. 33 may be obtained as 

t 
(&c(~: cos o',P: sin 6') z1)&c* (pL cos 6,pL sin 6 , ~ ' ) )  sin (me') 

- - [77dO'i277dO{ cos(m9') cos(m9) cos(m8') sin(m0) P (pk cos 0, p: sin 0) d(0 - 0') 
sin (m0') cos(m0) sin(mO1) sin(m0) 

cos (me) cos(m0) cos(m0) sin(m0) 
sin(m0) cos(m8) sin(m0) sin(m0) 
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If the scatterer distribution is isotropic, then P ( p L c 0 s 6 , ~ ~  sin6) - P(p,), and if 
the distribution is real the quadrature components are conjugate symmetric so that 
the azimuthal integral on the last line of Eq. 34 may be evaluated to obtain the 
covariance 

Note that the covariance between the cos and sin terms of 6cm are independent. 

Using Eq. 35, Eq. 33 may be written as a Fourier-Bessel integral of a Gaussian 
distributed random variable with zero mean and variance given in Eq. 35 

which according to the Fourier-Bessel integral relation [14] yields the identity 

Finally, it should be noted that the covariance between the scatterer distribution 
coefficients of different orders is identically zero 

since the inner product of the differing harmonics of cos and sin are identically zero. 
This implies that realizations of the scattered field may be obtained with Eq. 18 by - 
generating independent realizations of Scm(p,, z') for the n = 0 harmonic, greatly 
reducing memory requirements. 
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Annex B 
Expressions for scattered 
intensity used by SCARAB 

The SCARAB model was developed to address deficiencies of many of the then 
existing bottom scattering models. Holland and Neumann [8] departing from the 
commonly-used local plane-wave approximation (which they showed was inadequate) 
by modeling the received level in the time domain with all of the experiment com- 
plexities, then calculated bottom scatter under exactly the same assumptions as the 
measured data were processed. This is the essence of the SCARAB model: to model 
as closely as possible the measurement conditions, including assumptions used in the 
data processing. Invoking the Born approximation, the received level from a single 
ping can be written as a sum of delayed, scaled, replicas of the transmit source 
intensity S(t)  : 

RL (T ,  8) 10 log S(t  - t ~ ) l 0 ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  dP/dfl(Oi) zi) 
i=l I 

where T L ~  and TL! are the transmission losses (including the beam pattern) from 
the source to scattering element i and from element i back to the receiver respec- 
tively. For sub-bottom volume scattering dP/dfl is the differential scattering cross- 
section of a scatterer i at  depth z; N is the number of scatterers. In the intial version 
of the model used in 181, the propagation to and from the scatterers was computed 
using OASES and the scattering was calculated from randomly distributed 3D ellip- 
soids. A later version of the model employed a number of simplifications including 
use of ray theory for the propagation and replacing the scattering from randomly 
distributed deterministic scatterers with a stochastic approach. It is this simple 
version of the model that is used in the comparisons in this paper. 
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